
Graduate Course : Spring 2005

CS789 : User Interface Tools

Instructor/Contact : Bill Cowan, DC2111, x4527, wmcowan@cgl.uwaterloo.ca.

Introduction
For reasons that are largely historical this course is called ‘User Interface Tools’, which sounds like it
teaches how to use or develop software systems that support user interface design and
implementation. That’s incorrect! But if you broaden a little the definition of ‘tools’ the name is
indeed apt. The tools taught are conceptual or mental tools: ways of thinking about human-computer
interaction that support the creation and analysis of user interfaces.

The above description suggests an emphasis on psychology: properties of the user’s perceptions,
thoughts and actions that must be complemented by software when a user interface is created. Other
disciplines have also contributed important insights into the mental processes of users, including
philosophy, history, literature, sociology and economics; elements of these disciplines also exist in the
course. Lastly, physical constraints on input/output devices, and the systems into which we assemble
them, strongly influence the user iterfaces it’s possible to build. The eleven meetings of the course are
expected to cover a subset of the following topics.

• Interfaces and computers over several decades
• Interface design techniques, interface learning
• User models, task models
• Analogue control concepts, discrete control
• Synchronization protocols, real-time interfaces (multi-media)
• Input concepts
• Output concepts
• Dialogues, prompts, commands
• Menus, forms
• Linguistic interaction
• Direct manipulation
• Graphical interaction
• State and history, scalable interfaces, Documentation

Assumed Backgrounds of Students
No prior knowledge, beyond secondary school, of the humanities or social sciences is expected.
Interest in these topics is, however, essential.

How the Course Works
After the organizational meeting we will meet eleven times, on Tuesday or Wednesday, in the late
afternoon and early evening. Each meeting has two parts: a ninety minute to two hour lecture by the
instructor, followed by a forty minute to one hour discussion of an activity, the discussion being lead
by students from the class.1 The interval between the two parts of the class can be as short as the time
needed to smoke a cigarette, as long as the time to drink an espresso and smoke a Corona, or even

1. Activities are assigned the week before, and are done by each student before class.



long enough to drive to Toronto for a good supper. We’ll decide how we want to do it at the
organization meeting.

Work and Marks
Students taking CS789 for credit are expected to

• do the activity, attend class and participate in discussions,
• lead the discussion of an activity, possibly as part of a group, depending on enrollment,
• learn a new interface during the term, and
• create an interface to the course.

Participation gives 20% of the final mark; leading your discussion gives 20% of the final mark; and
the interface gives the remaining 60%.

Students taking CS789 as an audit course are expected to
• do the activity, attend class and participate in discussions,
• lead the discussion of an activity, possibly as part of a group, depending on enrollment, and
• learn a new interface during the term.

Course URL : http://www.cgl.uwaterloo.ca/~wmcowan/teaching/cs789/index.html

Organization Meeting : DC3313, Thursday, May 5, 2005, 16.00.
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